CURRICULUM
SUSTAINABILITY IN FASHION AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES (M.A.)

SEGMENT A

1–2 SEMESTERS

CORE REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN STRATEGIES + SUSTAINABILITY I
Strategic Foresight and Sustainable Digital Transformation
Sustainable Design Concepts
Fashion and Society

BUSINESS + SUSTAINABILITY I
Business Ethics in Changing Markets
Circular Supply Chain Management
Sustainable Marketing and Social Media

PRODUCTION + SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainable Fibres and Fabrics
Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable Production
Work with Sustainable Fashion Companies
Project Development

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN CONCEPTS + RESPONSIBILITY
Design Concepts
Responsibility Product Management

Life Cycle contributing Sustainable Production

3 SEMESTERS

MASTER TUTORIALS IN FASHION
Design Concepts
Supervision of Master’s Project Portfolio

MASTER TUTORIALS IN MANAGEMENT
Scientific Research Methods
Supervision of Master’s Project Coaching

BUSINESS PLAN
Sustainable Entrepreneurship and Financing

MASTER THESIS
Master Thesis

MASTER DISPUTATION
Defense of Master’s Thesis

MASTER PRESENTATION